INTRODUCTION
Universities use many different data systems that store data in different databases. To get maximum benefit from this precious data it is necessary to build a data warehouse. In this building project data from different sources is integrated and processed to form that can be easily used in reporting and analyzing.
There are two different widespread data warehouse architectures: Inmon's and Kimball's. Metropolia started first with Inmon's architecture. There were many problems and after many years we could not get much useful data to reporting. Later we changed to Kimball's architecture and got good results with it.
STARTING WITH INMON'S ARCHITECTURE
Building of data warehouse was started in 2006. At this moment there was no data warehousing expertise among our own employees. Development was outsourced to a consulting company and they chose Inmon's architecture. Building of data warehouse was started with creating a conceptual model of centralized data warehouse. The conceptual model was created in co-operation with consultants and our workers of different fields. It was ready in 2008. The complete conceptual model included about 120 different concepts of studying, teaching, HR, organization and finance.
One server was installed with SQL Server 2005 and later SQL Server 2008 R2. Tables were created directly from the conceptual model. After that ETL-processes were developed with SQL Server Integration Services. Those processes loaded data to the most important tables. Other tables were just left empty. Development was sometimes done passively and it had breaks.
One data mart was built on top of the centralized data warehouse. It was designed to report data from course feedback system.
PROBLEMS APPEARED
Conceptual model was carefully designed but it was so complicated that there were difficulties to develop ETL-processes. These difficulties appeared as erroneous data and delays in the development process. Major effort in data warehouse development focused on the centralized data warehouse and little on data marts with star schemas. Because the centralized data warehouse was normalized it made querying difficult because you needed to join many tables. It was not suitable to reporting. Also empty tables in data warehouse made data utilization more difficult. Sometimes when you started to develop a report you later realized that there was no data in one of the tables needed for that report.
At this time we also realized in practice that star schemas were needed to reporting. In Inmon's architecture two different data models are needed: the normalized data model in the centralized data warehouse and the star schema model in data marts. Also two ETL-processed are needed to get useful data to reporting: one process to load from operative databases to the centralized data warehouse and the second process to load data to data marts. Developing two data models and two ETL-processes needed a lot of work. Because of two ETL-processes there is double probability of error in one those processes. We noticed many errors in data in reports. Before you can correct erroneous data you have to track whether the error is in the first or in the second ETL-process. Tracking and correcting errors consumed large amounts of work time.
We have databases where data is already in denormalized form. So it could be easily processed directly in dimension tables in star schema. However in Inmon's architecture you have to first normalize this data, load it to the centralize data warehouse then denormalize it close to original form and load it to the data mart. This work seemed futile.
CHANGE TO KIMBALL'S ARCHITECTURE
In 2010 Metropolia hired own business intelligence developer. Two years data warehouse was developed in co-operation with own business intelligence developer and consultants. In 2012 it was still difficult to get useful data to reporting. We understood that data warehousing is not gainful with this approach. We changed data warehouse architecture to Kimball's. Using Kimball's architecture we built three data marts in less than a year. Those are course feedback, studying and finance data mart. Structure of the data warehouse is presented in bus matrix in Table 1 . In this table there is one row per each star schema and one column per dimension. Note X means that there is that certain dimension in the given star schema. 
Data mart / fact

Studying
Studying accomplishment Study credits X X X X X X X X X X X X Presence True / false X X
Course feedback
Feedback to question Numerical assesment X X X X X X X X X X X X Open feedback Textual assesment X X X X X X X X X X
Finance
Accounting event Amount of money X X X X X X X Budget Amount of money X X X X X X Table 1 . Bus matrix of the data warehouse
We developed reporting on top of course feedback and the studying data mart and created OLAPcube on top of the finance data mart. Data warehouse development brought very good results at last. Change of data warehouse architecture to Kimball's was proven to be a very beneficial decision.
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